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Abstract 
We investigate binary search trees formed from sequences of nondistinct keys under two 
models. In the first model, an input sequence is composed from elements of a given finite 
multiset and all possible sequences are equally-likely. In the second model, an input sequence is 
composed from n elements of a (possibly infinite) set, where each key has a specified probability; 
the n keys are independently chosen from the given set. 
Under both models, we shall derive general closed-form expressions for the expected values of 
the characteristic parameters defined on the corresponding binary search trees. These para- 
meters include the (left, right) depth of a given key, the level of a given external node and the left 
(right) side or the internal (external) path length of a search tree. Furthermore, we find some 
nonobvious relations between these expected values. In some respects, the second model tends 
to the first model for large n. All results are illustrated by concrete examples ometimes howing 
unexpected phenomena. 
1. Introduction and basic definitions 
A binary search tree (BST) is a common choice for a data structure in order to store 
a set of keys which can be compared by an ordering relation. The keys are inserted 
into the BST one at a time in the order in which they appear in the input sequence. 
A root node is created for the first element; a further entering key is inserted into the 
left subtree if it is strictly less than the key at the root, and into the right subtree if it is 
greater than it. The inserting key is subjected recursively to the same treatment, until 
the key itself or a unique insertion position is found (cf. [S, p. 4241). A Pascal data 
definition and the insertion algorithm are as follows:’ 
’ For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the keys are elements of N 
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type tree = t node 
node = record 
info: integer 
left, right: tree 
end: 
procedure insert(key: integer; var t: tree); 
begin if t = nil then t := newnode (key, nil, nil) 
else if key = t t.info then STOP {** key already in the tree**} 
else if key > t T. info then insert (key, t t. right) 
else insert (key, t 1. left) 
end; 
Applying this classical algorithm to a given sequence w, a BST is generated whose 
number of nodes is equal to the distinct keys appearing in w. As usual in computer 
applications, we shall work with extended BST’s (EBST’s), i.e., we extend a BST 
generated by the above algorithm by adding the right number of external nodes 
(diagrammed as q ) to each original (internal) node (diagrammed as 0) to make the 
outdegrees of all internal nodes uniformly equal to two (see Fig. 1). Thus, every 
internal node x contains a key (denoted by k(x)) and has two sons; every square node 
has zero sons. An EBST Tis represented by T = (rT, IT, LT), where rr EI~ u LT is the 
root of T, and Ir (resp. LT) is the set of internal (resp. external) nodes of T. 
Furthermore, we assume that the external nodes are numbered by 0, 1, . . . . (IT1 from 
left to right. 
In this paper we shall deal with EBST’s formed from sequences of nondistinct keys. 
A similar but quite different investigation has been done in [3]. Here, we shall 
consider the following two models: 
(1) The Multiset-model (A-model): In this model we assume that 
- an input sequence w is composed from elements of a finite multiset M = 
{N,. 1, . . . . N,,,. m}, i.e., the number #i(w) of occurrences of the key’ in N, := 
{1,2, a**, m} appearing in w is equal to Ni E IV, 1 i i < m; 
- all possible input sequences of length 1 i Q i ~ m Ni are equally likely, i.e., a sequence w 
has the probability Pr[w]:= l/(MJ = (l/Nr,,!)flr Gjg,,, Nj!, where Nr,s:= CldvGsNv. 
This model coincides with the classical random permutation model @W-model) if all 
Ni = 1, 1 < i 6 m. 
(2) The Probability-model (P-model): In this model we assume that 
- an input sequence w is composed from n elements of a set Q c N, where the key 
i E 4 has the probability pi; 
- the n keys appearing in the input sequence w are independently chosen from %!, i.e., 
a sequence o has the probability Pr[w]:= n,,, ~7’“). 
‘Throughout this paper, we use the notation “the ith smallest key” and “the key i” synonymously. 
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Fig. 1. The EBST’s and their probabilities under the A-model with the parameters (m,N,, Nz,N3) = 
(3,2,1,3) 
If the additional conditions pi > 0, i E a!, and Cier pi = 1 are valid, then the p- 
model is called complete &W-model). Thus, in the %W-model, the pi, ie $2, form 
a probability distribution on the set of keys %!. If %! = N, for fixed rn~ N (resp. 
C& = F+J), then the &model is called finite (resp. injriiinite). 
Generally, it is not hard to see that the probability of a given EBST T = (rT, I,, LT) 
under the _/Z-model is equal to 
P?[T] = n NW-% (1) 
T’rSUB(T) CxeIyNk(x) ’ 
T’=(r~,,lr,.&) 
where SUB(T) denotes the set consisting of all subtrees of T. Relation (1) generalizes 
to sequences composed from elements of a given multiset the corresponding result 
under the WY-model [8, Ex. 6.2.2.51. Alternatively, the probability Pr”[T] can also 
be expressed by means of the permutations of the keys stored in T. For this purpose, 
let fir be the set of all permutations which generate T. Given a fixed permutation 
CJ = o(l), . ..) o(m)ESZT, all input sequences o which generate the same EBST as the 
permutation (T are given by3 
a(l){o(l)}*o(2)(a(l), o(2)}* *.. o(m){41),42), . . ..4m)}*. 
where #g(i)(O) = N,(i), 1 < i Q m. An elementary enumeration shows that the num- 
ber of all such sequences is equal to 
n( 
N r,m-l-Cr<i<vNaci, 
l$V<rn N =(v) -1 1, 
Thus, to obtain the contribution of all these sequences to the probability Pr”[T], 
we have to divide this product by the number of possible sequences, i.e., by 
N, i ,,,!/(N1!NZ! ..eN,,,!). Therefore, we find the following. alternative expression after 
3 The abbreviation {x 1, . . . .x,}* denotes the set of all sequences composed from elements of the set 
{x1, . . , x,}, including the empty sequence. 
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simplifications 
(2) 
Under the Smodel, the probability Pr”[T] of an EBST T = (rT, IT, LT) can be 
computed as follows: Again, let Q2T be the set of all permutations of the keys 
XT:= (k(x)Ix~I,) which generate the tree T. Without loss of generality, let 
XT:= N,I,,. Thus by (lb IQrl = lITI! ~(l/lZ,,O, w h ere the product takes place over all 
T’ = (rT,,ZTf,LTv) c SUB(T). Given a fixed permutation 0 = o(l)...a(lZTI)~QT, all 
input sequences o which generate the same EBST as the permutation CJ are all 
sequences of length n in the set 
a(l)(a(l)}“a(2){o(l), Q(2)}* ..* 4lM(m,m, . . ..wTI)}*. 
Hence, the contribution of all these sequences to the probability Pr”[T] is equal to4 
cz”’ l.!L 1 - ~,‘P:‘:‘.Po,r, . . 
Therefore, the probability of the EBST T = (r,, IT, LT) is given by 
Pr”[T] = 1 
.JJLP~(~J .,....,E,.,>0 ,<I!,,,, (,z.~~(J”~ 
.,+...+n,,,,=n-llrl ’ ’ . . 
Notice that this expression for Pr”[T] can be simplified if all pi, 1 < i < /ITI, are equal 
to p E [0, 11. Since the Stirling number Y,, (‘) of the second kind satisfies the identity 
~4, P. 2071 
yP(a’) = n 1 n V”“, 
“,....,“a 20 1gvia 
n,+...+n.=n-u 
we immediately obtain Pr”[T] = p”9’jl”“IZTl!fl l/)ZTSI, where the product takes 
place over all T’ = (rTp, IT,, LTp) c SUB(T). 
“The abbreviation [z;l . . . z;‘]J(zl, . . . . z,,) denotes the coefficient of zl’ . . . zid in the expansion of 
f(z ,,..., zJat(z, ,..., zJ=(O ,..., 0). 
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To obtain an asymptotic equivalent o Pr”[r] under the finite Y-model for large n, 
a singularity analysis [S] immediately implies 
and therefore, 
Thus, under the finite WY-model, the probability Pr”[T] of an EBST T is equal to 
PrWp[T] 5 
if [ITI < m, 
h+cc, (3) 
if IIT( = m, 
because x 1 G r G ,,, ppcrj = 1. Here, fi is a constant less than one. Comparing the formulae 
presented in (2) and (3), we observe the following relationship between the A-model 
and the finite @‘S-model for large n: 
The probability PrV4”[T] of an EBST T under thefinite VP-model tends exponenti- 
ally to zero provided that T does not contain all keys from N,. 
If an EBST T under the finite %g-model contains all keys from N,, then its 
probability Pr’“[T] is asymptotically equal to its probability P?[T] under the 
A-model with the multiset M = tNi.1, . . . . N;m}, where N,:= pkN,,,,~N(, 
ldkdm. 
In this respect, the finite %B-model tends to the &!-model for long input sequences. 
Note that the system of linear equations Nk = pkNl,,,, 1 < k < m, has always the 
nontrivial solution Nk = (p,Jp,) A, I E FU, 1 < k < m. 
Let us illustrate the preceding considerations by an example. For this purpose, 
choose (m, N1, NZ, N3):= (3,2,1,3). The EBST’s appearing under the A-model with 
these parameters are drawn in Fig. 1. The EBST T1 (resp. T2; T3; T,; T,) is generated 
by 10 (resp. 20; 10; 15; 5) input sequences. Furthermore, we have QT, = (3 2 1) (resp. 
QT,=(312};Rra={213,231};Qr,={132};~,,={123}). 
The EBST’s appearing under the Y-model with the parameters (m, n) := (3,4) are 
drawn in Fig. 2. The EBST Ti, iE[l:3] (resp. iE[4:9]; ie[10:14]\{12); i = 12) is 
generated by 1 (resp. 7; 6; 12) input sequences. Choosing (p1,p2,p3):= (f, $, :), the 
B-model is complete. In that case, the probability of the EBST TA+g, 1 d A< 5, in 
Fig. 2 tends to the probability of the corresponding EBST T, in Fig. 1 for large n; the 
probability of the remaining EBST’s Tn, 1 < 1 d 9, tends exponentially to zero for 
growing n. 
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TI TZ T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 l-8 TQ 
Tlo TN T12 T13 7’14 
Pr’PlI = d 
Prp[T21 = Pi 
WT41 = p1~2(3~f + 3~~2 +d) PrPITlOI = P~~P~(P~ + 2p2 + 3~3) 
Pr’P31 = 2.G 
prp/T51 = fw2(Pf + 3PlP2 + 3P$ 
PrpK31 = PIPS(~PP: + 3~1~3 +d) 
Pr’[Tll] = PlpZP3(2pl + pz + 3~3) 
Pr’F71 = PAP: + 3~1~3 + 3~:) 
Prp[T12] = 3plp2p3(p1 + 2p2 +p2) 
Pr’lZd = pzp3(3& + 3~2~3 +P;) 
Pr’IT131 = p1p2p3(3p1 +p2 + 2~3) 
Pr’P91 = PZP~(P~ + 3pzp3 + 3&) 
PrP[T141 = PIP~P~(~P~ + 2pz + p3) 
Fig. 2. The Ef3ST’s and their probabilities under the B-model with the parameters (WI, n) = (3,4). 
In both models, we shall derive general explicit expressions for the expected values 
of the following characteristic parameters defined on the corresponding EBST’s: 
- The left (resp. right) depth Idi (resp. rd,(T)) of the key ic N, [Theorem 1,3]. 
The left (resp. right) depth of a key is equal to the number of leftgoing (resp. rightgoing) 
branches on the path from the root of the EBST to the node containing that key; 
- The depth d,(T) of the key i E N, [Corollary 1,4]. 
The depth of a key is equal to the sum of its left and right depth; 
- The frontier Of fri(T) of the key ie N, [Corollary 21. 
The frontier of a key is equal to the number of external nodes of the subtree with the 
root containing that key; 
- The level Ii(T) of the ith external node [Corollary 31. 
The level of the ith external node is equal to the number of internal nodes on the 
path from the root of the EBST to the ith external node. Thus, the sequence lo(T), 
II(T) I (T) describes the contour of the tree; 9 -**, m 
- The left (resp. right) side Is(T) (resp. rs(T)) of an EBST [Corollary 1, Theorem 43. 
The left (resp. right) side of an EBST is equal to the number of internal nodes on the 
path from its root to the leftmost (resp. rightmost) external node; 
- The internal (resp. external) path length Ipl(T) (resp. epl(T)) of an EBST [Corollary 
I, 5771. 
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The internal (resp. external) path length of an EBST T is equal to the sum of all 
depths (resp. levels) of all keys (resp. external nodes) appearing in T. It is well-known 
that epl(T) = ipl(T) + 2(ZT) for every EBST T. 
All these parameters are directly related to the number of comparisons for a suc- 
cessful or an unsuccessful search in an EBST [7,8]. Note that Is(T) = I,(T) = 
Id,(T) + 1 and rs(T) = I,,,,(T) = rd,,,,(T) + 1. Furthermore, Is(T) (resp. rs(T)) is 
equal to the number of left-to-right minima (resp. left-to-right maxima) appearing in the 
input sequence which generates the EBST T. Here, a key appearing in an input 
sequence is a left-to-right minimum (resp. left-to-right maximum) iff it is strictly less 
(resp. larger) than the keys to the left of that key [S]. 
The derived closed-form expressions also imply some nonobvious relations satisfied 
by the EBST’s under the &‘-model (Remark 2(b)). All results are illustrated by 
examples, sometimes extending and refining relations already known in the relevant 
literature. 
2. Binary search trees under the A-model 
This section is devoted to an analysis of EBST’s under the M-model with the 
parameters (m,N, ,..., N,)Ef+Jm+l. First, let us start with the average left and right 
depth of the key i appearing in an EBST. 
Theorem 1. (a) The average left depth of the key iG N, stored in an EBST under the 
A-model is given by 
(b) The average right depth of the key i E N, stored in an EBST under the A-model is 
given by 
rdp’(N, ,...,N,)= 1 3. 
i< k<i Nk,i 
The presented expressions also hold for (N 1, . . . , N,) E N r, except if Ni = 0; in that case, 
we have to set Id\“‘(N, ,..., NJ:= 0 and rd\“‘(N, ,..., N,):= 0. 
Proof. (a) The probability q5 that the key s E N, appears at the root node of an EBST 
is equal to the probability that the first key of the input sequence is equal to s. Thus, 
45: := N,INL,. Now, we have to distinguish between three cases: 
Case 1: The key ig N, appears at the root of the EBST. 
In this case, the contribution to Id\“‘(N,, . . . . NJ is equal to zero. 
Case 2: The key iE f+&, appears in the left subtree of the root of the EBST. 
In this case, a key kE N,\Ni appears at the root with probability qk. Hence, the 
contribution to Id \“‘(N 1, . . . . N,) is equal to qk[l + Idy-ll(N1, . . . . Nk_ 1)] for fixed k. 
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Case 3: The key in N, appears in the right subtree of the root of the EBST. 
Here, a key k E Ni_ 1 appears at the root of the EBST. Therefore, the contribution to 
Id\“‘(N r, . . . . N ) is equal to q Id?-kl(N k+l, . . . . N,) for fixed k. 
Summing upmthese contribuiiot&kwe find the following recurrence for 1 d i < m 
Id :“‘(N r,...,N,)= c + (1 + Idfk-“(Nr, . . . . Nk-r)) 
icksm 1.~81 
ld:“;kl(Nk+l, . . . . N,) 
with the initial condition ld:“(N1) = 0. Introducing the quantity 
d;“‘(N,, . . . . NJ:= Id:“‘(N,, . . . . N,) - Id{“-‘l(N,, . . . . N,_r), 
we immediately obtain by iteration 
Idp’(Nr, ..a) NJ = IdI’I(Ni, ...) Ni) + C A ;i+k’(N 1, .**y Ni+k). (5) 
l<k<m-i 
On the other hand, translating the recurrence (4) into a recurrence for 
Aj”‘(N,, . . . . N,), we find for 1 < i < m 
A f’“‘(N Ir . . . . N,) = & 
1.m (
N, + c NkA{!!;kJ(Nk+l,...,N,) . 
lsk<i 1 
Now, an elementary induction shows that A!“‘(N,, . . . . N,) = Nm/Ni,,, 1 < i < m. 
Inserting this explicit expression for A!“‘(N,, . . . . N,) into (5), we further obtain 
Id~“‘(N,, ..., N,) = Idr’(Nr, a..) Ni) + 1 3. 
i<k<mNi,k 
Choosing m := i in the original recurrence (4) for Id p1 (N,, . . . , N,), we immediately 
rediscover the evident relation Id I” (N r, . . ., Ni) = 0 because Id \‘I (N,) = 0. Thus, part 
(a) of our theorem is proved. 
In order to prove part (b), we have to solve the recurrence 
rd 1”’ (N 1 ,..., N,)= 1 Frdf”-ll(NI ,..., Nkml) 
i-ek<m l,m 
(1 + rdf!;kl(Nk+lr . . . . N,)) 
with the initial condition rd :“(N,) = 0. This can be done in the same way as in part (a) 
of this proof. This completes the proof of our theorem. q 
Using the definition of the corresponding parameters introduced at the end of the 
preceding section, we obtain the following general closed-form expressions by an 
application of Theorem 1. 
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Corollary 1. (a) The average depth of the key ie N, appearing in an EBST under the 
.&-model is given by 
di”‘(N 1,...,NnJ= ,<;<i,+i<$ 
k.1 1.k 
This expression is also valid for (N 1, . . . , N,)E N r, except ifNi = 0; in that case, we have 
to set d \“‘(N 1, . . . , N,) := 0. 
(b) The average internal path length of an 
ipl[“](N,, . . . . N,) = 1 
Nr + Ns 
N. 
lGr<s<m r,S 
(c) The average external path length of an EBST under the A-model is given by 
+ N, 
epl Cm1 (N 1 3 . . . . N,)=2m+ 
N, 
c N. 
l<rcs$m r,S 
(d) The average left side of an EBST under the A-model is given by 
EBST under the .M-model is given by 
Is[“] (N l,...,N,)= c fk 
l<k$m 1.k 
(e) The average right side of an EBST under the A-model is given by 
rs[“](Nl, . . . . N,) = c 
Nk 
- 
N ’ l<k<m k.m 
Remark 1. (a) By Theorem 1, the relation Id~““(N,, .. . . N,) = rd[,mli+l(N,, . . . . N,) 
holds for 1 < i < m. 
(b) Since Nk/Nk,i=Cl~lbNrl/Nk,l~C1~I~Nrl/(~+Nk+l,i),l~k<i, we 
find by Theorem l(b) the following upper bound: 
rd I”” (N 1 ,...,N,)< 1 c 
1 
lqk<i lsi<NrA+Nk+l,i 
where If,:= ClckiA . . l/k = In(A) + y + 0(1/L) is the Ah harmonic number; here, 
y = 0.577215..  denotes Euler’s constant [7, p. 1111. Thus, by part (a) of this remark, 
we also have 
Id :“‘(N ,,...,N,,,,Ni,~-~,=,,~>..(~). 
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Using Corollary 1 and the original definitions of the corresponding parameters 
defined in Section 1, the two inequalities imply the following upper bounds 
ds”‘(N 1, .a., N,) G HN,,, + HN,,, - 2HN, = ln(N1&~i’m) + O(i), 
IsLml(N1, . . . . N,) < 1 + H,v,,m - HN, = 1 +ln&)+O(&), 
r.s[“‘l(Nr, . . . . N,) Q 1 + H,,_, - HN_=l+ln(F)+O($), 
(c) Under the &P-model, the general results derived in the preceding Theorem 1 
and Corollary 1 immediately imply the following well-known relations: 
IdI”‘I(l,..., 1) = H,_i+l - 1 and rd!“‘(l, . . . . 1) = Hi - 1, 
d1”‘(1, .. . . 1) = H,_i+ 1 + Hi - 2, 
Is’“l(1 9 ..-, 1) = rst”l(1 9 .a., 1) = H,, 
ipltml(l, .. . . 1) = eplt”l(1 , *.., 1) - 2m = 2(m + l)H, - 4m. 
In the case of the internal path length, we have used the general identity 
1 i<k<nHk=(n+ l)H,-n C7,p. 751. 
Before proceeding with the discussion of the remaining parameters, let us consider 
two concrete examples in more detail. 
Example 1. Let Ni:= TV lV, in &,,\{A}, and NA := NC, NE N. Note that this A-model 
collapses to the WB-model for N = t = 1. The formulae presented in Theorem 1 imply 
Id I”‘(N 1, . . ..N.) 
I H,+pp-i - HN+l-i + HA-i - 
1-i 
N+l-i 
if 1 < i < II, 
= 
H,-i+l - 1 if 13. < i < m, 
and 
rdy’(N,, . . . . N,) 
= 
I 
Hi - 1 if 1 ,< i < A, 
HN+i-I - HN+i-A + Hi-A - 
i-A 
N+i-/2 
if A,<i<m. 
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d”ool(NI Nloo) 1 > ? d!‘OOJ(NI,...,NIm) i = 65 
I i = 50 
t 7.315 f 
t 
7.064 - 
-.---.* 
5,531 _ II( i = 25 
: 5.657 : . ..+... 
: 
.’ 1 
. . . 
: : 
“i = 15’ tends to 
. (30,0.096) ” 
3.999 S I I I I , -i 3.999 I Cl I I , *i 
0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100 
(a) 0, N) = (30,4) (b) (A, N) = (30,loOO) 
Fig. 3. The average depth d\‘OOJ(N,, . . ..Nloo) o an EBST under the A-model presented in Example 1. f 
The graph (. ...) corresponds to the average depth d, (1001(1 , 1) of an EBST under the SW-model. The , 
relative minima and maxima are marked by 1. 
Thus, by Corollary l(a) 
d I”” (N I, . . ..N.) 
I 
HN+m-i - HN+A-i + Hi-i + Hi - 
N + 2(A - i) 
N+A-i 
if I d i < 5 
= HN+,,,-I + H,+A-I - ~H,v if i = 2, 
HN+i-1 - HN+i-i + H,-i+r + Hi-l - 
N + 2(i - A) 
\ N+i-i 
d Icibm. 
Since HN+x - HN < H, - 1 for x > 2 + 6N.2,5 N > 2, the sequences 
{ld!“](N 1, . . ..Nm)}i=r....,l and (tdl”‘(Nr, .*.,NA)i=l+r....,, 
(resp. {rd iml(N 1, .*.rNm)fi=1,....~-1 and (rdf”‘(N,, ..s.Nm))i=~,...,m) 
are strictly monotone decreasing (resp. increasing) with 
Id \“‘(N r, . . ..N.) < Idy’,(N r ,..., N,) ifAE[1:m-2-66,.,], Na2. 
(resp. rdpr(N, ,..., NJ > rdI;“](N, ..., N,) if 1e[3 + 8N,2:m].) 
Thus, for large N, d\““(N ,, . . ., N,) has two relative maxima at i z $i and 
i z f (m + A+ l), and minima at i = 1, i = A and i = m. Typical graphs of 
d I”’ (N r, . . . , N,) are given in Fig. 3 for (m, N, A) E (( 100,4,30), (100, 1000,30)}. 
‘hi,, denotes “Kronecker’s delta”, i.e., c$~ = 1 if i = k, and 6,., = 0, otherwise. 
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Using the general identity presented in Remark l(c), Corollary l(b) yields for the 
average internal path length 
iplrml(N,, . . . ,N,) = 2(N + m)HN+m-i + 21H1-i + 2(m - A + l)H,-A 
- (N + 1 + 2m - 2/2)HN+,-i 
- (N + 22 - l)HN+A_ 1 - 4m + 4. 
For large N, we obtain by the asymptotic expansion of Hk presented in Remark l(b) 
ipl[“l(N,, . . . . N,)=2AHA_1+2(m-1+1)H,_A-3m+3+0 f . 
0 
This is a monotone decreasing (resp. increasing) sequence in II for 1 < A< Li (m + 1) J
(resp. ri(m + 1) 1~ A ,< m). Finally, for large N, the left and right side of an EBST 
under the _&-model with the specified parameters are equal to 
Is[“‘~(N~, . . . . N,) = HN+,,,-l - HN+rl-I + Hi-1 + 
N 
N+1-1 
=HA-i+l+O $ 
0 
and 
rs[“](N,, . . ..N.) = HN+m-I - HN+m-I + H,-A + 
N 
N+m-l 
=H,_l+l+O $ . 
0 
Example 2. Let a > 1 and choose Ni := i(um - i)E No, 1 < i d m. Thus the sequence 
{Nj}j=i.....m is strictly monotone increasing (resp. decreasing) for 1 d j d 
min(L*maJ,m) (resp. min(L$maJ,m) <j < m); the key min(LimaJ,m) has the largest 
frequency. Inserting these Ni into the formula presented in Theorem 1, we find by 
means of the identities 1 1 < i <, i = ir(r + 1) and C 1 $ i 4 * i2 = br (r + 1) (2r + 1): . . 
Id:“‘(N l,...,N,)= -1 + 2 
6k2 + A,k + A2 
o<k<m-i(k + l)(2k2 + Ask + A,)’ 
and 
rd i”‘(N, ,...,N,)= -1 + c 
6k2 + BIk + B, 
04k<i(k+l)(2k2+B3k+B2)’ 
(6) 
(7) 
where 6 := (A,, Al, As) = (6(2i - am), 6i(i - am), 6i - 3um + 1)) and j := (B,, B2, B3) = 
(-AI, AZ, 2 - A3). It is easy to verify that for arbitrary i:= (x~,x~,x~), x2 d 0, 
6k2 + Xlk + x2 1 1 1 
(k + 1)(2k2 + X3k + x2) = k+l “(ji) + k - k,(j) Cl (‘) + k - k2(i) “(‘)’ 
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where 
6 - xl + xz 
“(‘) = 2[1 + k,(i) + kz(ji) + kl(i)kz(jl)]’ 
x2 + xlkdi) + 6k:(i) 
“(‘) = 2[k:(jl) + k,(j) - kz(ji) - k,(i)k,(i)] ’ 
C,(i) = 
x2 + xlk2Cji) + 6k:(i) 
2Ck:ti) + k,(i) - k,(i) - kl(ik(i)l 
with 
k,(i) = $(-x3 - J-s;(z) d 0 and k2(ji) = $(- x3 + dm) >, 0. 
Now, choosing i := 6 and using the general identity co ~ j<, l/(j + y) = $(r + y) - 
Ii/(y), where $(z):= d/dz ln(T(z)) is the psi-function [l, p. 2581, we find the explicit 
expression 
Id I”‘(N I, . . . . N,) = - 1 + C&)[rC/(m - i + 2) - $(l)] 
+ C,(~)[$(WI - i + 1 - k,(6)) - $(- k,(G))] 
+ C2(6)[$(k2@) + i - m) - ti(l + k,(G))]. (8) 
In the same way, the choice i := p yields 
rdI”‘(N,, . . . . N,) = - 1 + Co(B)[$(i + 1) - $(l)] 
+ C,(P)Cll/(i - k,(p)) - II/(- kd))l 
+ Cd’)C$(k2(h - i + 1) - $(I + k2(8))1. (9) 
The graph of the average depth dy’(N,, . . . . N,) = Id~)(N,, . . . . N,) + 
rd!““(N, , . . . . N,) is presented in Fig. 4(a)-(d) for various choices of a. In order to 
odtain more informative results we set x:= i/m,x ~]0,1[ fixed. Then, a lengthy 
computation leads to the following evalutions for fixed a and for large m: 
Co(i) = 1 f 
2x-u 1 
-+o -$, 
2x@ - x) m ( 1 
C,(i) = 1 + 8[- a’& f (2x - 4_L(x)l L + o 
.w)C.L(x) f(2x - @I2 m 
k,(i) = - ; [&Xc) i- 3(2x - a)]m + -L(x) f (2X - u)& + o 
4f&) 0 
I 
m ’ 
Mi) = a C,_bj&) TWX - a)lm -+- 
-L(x) rf- (2x - 4fi + o 1 
4f&) 0 m 
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d!‘“ll(Nl, . . , NIP) 
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(a) a= 1 
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tends to ‘. 
d!‘W1(NI I ,...,Nmo) 
4 
i=44 
t 
:.._*n,. 
t 
x. 
“.. 
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(b) a= 1.2 
d!lWJ (NI t ,...,NuJJ) 
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::1L__+ 
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(d) a = 10 
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7.018 . 
,...*’ mx.. 
,..’ 
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i = 50 or “... 
i=51 :.., 
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(c) a = 1.5 
d!‘Ool(Nl,. . , Nlr,a) 
3.500.1- i 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
(e) a = co 
4.187 A* i 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
(f) Ni=tEN, l~iglO0 
Fig. 4. The average depth dj““‘l(N1, . . ..N.,,) of an EBST under the _M-model presented in Example 2. 
The graph in (f) shows dj’ool(NI, . . . , Nloo) if all keys have the same frequency. The relative minima and 
maxima are marked by 1. 
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Here, f.(x):= J(3a - 2x)(2x + a) and the upper (resp. lower) signs are valid if i = h 
(resp. ji = fi). Now, using the relation 11/(l) = - y and the asymptotic expansion [l, p. 
2591 $(z) = In(z) - (l/22) - (1/12z2) + O(1/z4), z + co, larg(z)l < 7c, we further obtain 
for fixed a and large m 
+(m - i + 2) - G(1) = ln(m(1 - x)) + y + 0 t , 
0 
rl/(m - i + 1 - k,(h)) - II/(- k,(a)) 
=ln - 
( 
3a + 6x - 9ax + 6x2 - (1 - x),,&(x) 
12x(x - a) > 0 
+ o L 
m ’ 
$(k2(6) + i - m) - $(l + k,(6)) 
3a + 6x - 9ax + 6x2 + (1 - x),/&(x) 
> 
+ o 1 
12x(x a) 0 m ’ - 
and therefore by (8) 
Icp(N,, - - ,N,)= -1 +y+ln m(1 x)(-2x2 + 3ax 2x + 3a - 2) . . . 
6x@ - x) > 
where x = (i/m) l ]0,1[ fixed. Similarly, we find for fixed a and large m 
$(i + 1) - fj(1) = ln(mx) + y + 0 i , 
0 
$(i-kk,(B))-$(-k,(fi))=ln -9a~2~~~a~(x) 
1 0 
+o i 
m ’ 
$(k,(B) - i + 1) - 11/(1 + k2(p)) = In 
-9a + 6x-&4x) 
12(x - a) ) 0 
+ o i 
m 
Hence, by (9) 
where x = (i/m) ~]0,1[ fixed. Thus, dp’(N,, . . . . N,) = D!‘(x) + 0 (ln(m)/m), 
x = (i/m) ~]0,1[ fixed, where 
Dim’(x) = - 2 + 2y + In 
( 
m2(3a - 2x)(1 - x)(-2x2 + 3ax - 2x + 3a - 2) 
36(a - x)’ >- 
A detailed investigation of the function D!‘“‘(x) shows that it has exactly one extremum 
in the interval 10, l[. This extremum is a maximum and it is taken at x,, 
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where x, satisfies the relation (dDiml/dx)(x,) = 0, i.e., 4x,4 - 14~x2 + 18a’xi - 
(9a3 + 3a - 2)x, + 6a2 - 4a = 0. Interpreting x, as a function of a, then we observe 
that there exists an a 0 z 1.0329... such that x, is strictly monotone increasing (resp. 
decreasing) if 1 G a < a0 (resp. a 2 ao). The first few numerical values of x, are given 
in Table 1. 
Thus, for (i/m) E JO, 1[ fixed and large m, the key i. E f+J,,, with the largest depth is the 
key i. = x,m. For a = 1, i,, is the central key $m. If a ~11, 1.0749...[, the key i0 is 
greater than the central key irn; for growing a ~]1,1.0329...] (resp. 
a ~[1.0329..., 1.0749...]), i0 increases (resp. decreases) from $rn to cm (resp. from cm to 
im), where c:= 0.507 626 337.. . . If a > 1.0749..  , the key i. is smaller than the central 
key irn; for growing a > 1.7049..., i, decreases from fm to 1. These effects are not 
implied by our approximation! For example, we find for m = 10000 and 
a=ao= 1.0329... the exact values: 
d [looool(N1, .. ..N 5075 loooo) = 15.437638792..., 
d[:,O,O,OOJ(N1, . . . . N loooo) = 15.437638809... , 
d:l,q;“(N,, ..,, N loooo) = 15.437638806... . 
Finally, we obtain for fixed m and large a by (6) and (7) 
Id f”‘(N l,...,N,)= - 1 +2 c 
i-tk 
o<k<*-i(k+l)(k+2i)+o 
2i ” H ,+2(1-l) 
=2i_1 Ill+1 GHm-i+I -&HZ-I 
and 
- rdi”‘(N,, . . . . N,) = - 1 + 2 1 i 1)(2i_k)+O k 
oak<i(k+ 
0 1 
a 
2i 
=2Hi--- Hai-l+O 0 k. 
2i+ 1 
Table 1 
The numerical values of a and x, in Example 2 
a X, a & 
1.000 0.500000 
1.010 0.504 119 
1.020 0.506 578 
1.030 0.507 577 
1.0328 
1.0329 
1.0330 
1.040 
1.050 
0.507 626 301 
0.507 626 337 
0.507 626 257 
0.507 346 
0.506115 
1.0749 
1.5 
2 
3 
4 
5 
10 
1 
co 
0.500000 
0.360 109 
0.274 659 
0.190339 
0.146813 
0.119806 
0.062 812 
1 
0 
- 1-t-o; 
0 
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Thus, we have for fixed m and large a 
d :“I (N ,, . . ..N.) - &CiH,+i + (i - l)Hm~i+ll + 2Hi 
_ 2i H2i-1 
[ 
HZi - -2. 
2i-1+2i+l 1 
For m = 100, the graph of this function is drawn in Fig. 4(e). 
Next, let us focus on the frontier fri(T) of a key i E N, and on the level Ii(T) of the ith 
external node. For this purpose, we first introduce the notion of the weight of a key 
stored in an EBST T. Asssume that the jth external node is associated with a variable 
pj, 0 < j < m. The weight w i ‘m3po,“” ‘,‘(T) relative to pO, .. . , pm of the key i E N, is equal 
to the sum of the variables associated with the external nodes of the subtree with the 
root containing that key. For example, the keys i E N3 appearing in the EBST’s drawn 
in Fig. 1 have the weights summarized in Table 2. Obviously, we have 
fr,(T) = w[“:‘,.... 11 
function g b(pO 
(T), 1 6 i Q m. Furthermore, the coefficient at pi, jE [O:m], in the 
,...,Pm):=Cl~icmWIm:po,....pm’ (T) is equal to the number of internal 
nodes on the path from the root node of the EBST T to the jth external node because 
each internal node appearing on that path contributes the term pj to the sum 
&‘(Po , . . . . p,). Hence, the relation 
tj(T) = CPjl C W~ipo.-..pml(T), 0 <j < m, (10) 
l<i<m 
holds for the level of the jth external node of the EBST T. Now, the following theorem 
presents a closed-form expression for the expected weight of an EBST under the 
_M-model. 
Theorem 2. The average weight relative to po, . . . , pm of the key ig N, stored in an EBST 
under the M-model is given by 
Table 2 
The weights of the keys appearing in the EBST’s drawn in Fig. 1 
Wpo.~ .P"l(T) i=l i=2 i=3 
T, 
T2 
T3 
i-4 
TS 
PO + PI 
PO + Pl + P2 
PO + Pl 
PO + Pl + P2 + P3 
PO + Pl + P2 + P3 
Po+Pl+Pl PO + Pl + Pz + P3 
Pl + Pz PO + PI + Pz + P3 
PO + Pl + P2 + Ps P2 + P3 
Pl +P2 Pl + Pz + P3 
PI + Pz + Ps Pz + P3 
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we shall consider the contributions to the 
average weight w !m’pa.“.’ Pm1 (N 1, .*a, N,) according to the cases whether the key i E IV,,, 
is stored in the root node or in the left or in the right subtree of the root. If the key 
i E N, appears at the root node then the contribution to w \m’““V~.~~ Pm1 (N,, . . . , N,) is 
equal to 4iCo 6 j < mpj. If the key ie IV,,, appears in the left (resp. right) subtree of the 
root then a key k E IV,,,\ bli (resp. k E Ni- J is stored in the root node with probability qk 
and the contribution to wlY~~..*“‘“‘(Ni, . ...N.) is equal to 
qkWIk-l;po.....P*-ll(N 1, . . ..Nk_i) (resp. qkW~m-k’p*““‘pml(Nk+~, . . ..N.)). Summing up 
these contributions, we obtain the following recurrence for 1 < i < m: 
w~m~~o~-~~~ml(Nl, . . ..N.) = $ 1 pj 
l,mO<j<m 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . . ..N.) (11) 
with the initial condition ~\i*~“*~‘~(Ni) = p. + pl. 
This recurrence can be solved in the same way as the recurrence presented in (4). 
Introducing the quantity 
dirn;PO.....Pmr(N1, . . ..N.):= W~m;po*...Vpml(N1, . . .. .) _ WIm-l:po,....pm-ll(N1, . . ..N._r), 
we obtain by iteration 
+ 1 <z,_i~ li’k’po....,Pi+kl(N1,...,Ni+k) (12) 
. . 
and by (11) 
A ~m~po~~~~~pml(Nl, . . ..N.) = & Nipm + C NkAlm_;k’pk”“‘pml(Nk+l,...,N,) . 
1.m l<kci 1 
Now, an elementary induction shows that the latter recurrence has the solution 
A~mipo3...vpm](Nl, . . ..N.) = !!$!!!, l<iim. (13) 
!,Wl 
Choosing m := i in the original recurrence (11) for w ~‘““~~“~ Pml(N1, . .. , N,), we obtain 
the recurrence 
w !i;po..... pi1 
I W 1, ..., Ni) = s C pj + C 3 ~Ii~~‘~“‘.“~~‘(Nk+l, . . . . Ni). 
l,lO<j$i 1skciNl.i 
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Another induction proof shows that this recurrence has the soluion 
(14) 
Now, inserting (13) and (14) into (12), we obtain the result stated in our theorem. This 
completes the proof. q 
Since fr.(T) = ~!~;l...., ‘I 
I (T) for every EBST T, we also have proved the following 
result. 
Corollary 2. The average frontier of the key ie N, appearing in an EBST under the 
A-model is given by 
frp’(N l,...,N,) = c 5 + c 3. 
rGk6iNk.i i<k<mNi,k 
Using the result of Theorem 2, a simple rearrangement of the terms appearing in the 
sum CI G i G m w ~‘pos ‘.” pm1 (N 1, . . . , N,) yields 
c W~~:pO.-.hl(N1 ,... ,NnJ = 1 PA c 
lGi6m O<l<m I<kcm 
+ 
I+l,k 
+ l<F<mpAl<L&l. . . . . 7 
Hence, we find the following result by means of relation (10). 
Corollary 3. The average level of the jth external node appearing in an EBST under the 
A-model is given by 
Note that the analogous result for random binary trees has been computed in [IS]. 
Remark 2. (a) A comparison of the results established in Corollary l(a) and Theorem 
2 shows that the average depth of the key ic N, in an EBST under the A-model is 
equal to its average weight relative to po, . . . , pm, where 
I 
N 
k+l if kENi_2, 
Ni 
pk:= Nk 
x 
if ke N,\Ni, 
0 if k E {i - 1, i}. 
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(b) Choosingj := 0 (resp.j:= m) in Corollary 3, we rediscover the result established 
in Corollary l(d) (resp. Corollary l(e)), because Istml (N,, . . . , IV,) = I bml (N,, . . . , N,) 
(resp. rst”r(N 1, . . . ) iv,) = I :I (N 1, . . . , IV,,,)). Furthermore, comparing the expression 
presented in Corollary 3 with that one stated in Theorem l(a),(b), we obtain 
1 + Id[I”](Nr, . . ..N.) if j = 0, 
IYl(N,, . . . ,N,) = 
I 
1 + rdpl(N1, . . ..N.) if j = m, 
2 + Id~~r(Nr, .. . . N m ) + rd@“(N,, . . . . 3 N,) if O<j<m. 
This is a nonobvious relation between the average left and right depth of the keys 
in { j, j + 1) and the average level of the jth external node in an EBST under the 
A-model. 
Summing up the lF’(N,, . . . , N,), 0 < j < m, we rediscover the expression for the 
average external path length of an EBST under the &-model (see Corollary l(b),(c)) 
because 
epl[ml(N,, . . . . N,) = 1 l$‘“](N,, . . . . N,) 
O<j<m 
= 2m + 1 (ldy’(N,, . . . . N,) + rdy’(N,, . . . . NJ) 
i<j<m 
= 2m + iplrml(N,, . . . . N ) m . 
(c) Using the inequalities presented in Remark l(b), we find the following upper 
bound by part (b) of this remark 
i 
1 + HN,., - HN, if j=O 
l~‘(N,, . . . . N,)d 1 + HN,,~ - H N, if j=m 
2 + HNj+l., + HN,,j - H,,, - HN, if 0 <j < m 
1 
l+ln(;l-)+0(h) if j = 0, 
= l+ln(2)+0($) if j = m, 
2+ln(N~~~~~~‘j)+O(;jf;;)+~(~) if Ocj<m. 
(d) Under the %Y’-model, we immediately obtain the relations 
lyyl, . ..) l)=Hj+H,_j, O<j<m, 
frj”‘(1 ,...,l)= Hi+ Hpp-i+l, 1 < i,<m, 
Thus, by Remark l(c), an EBST Tunder the &P-model satisfies the following relation 
of equilibrium with regard to any key ie N ,,,: the average number of external nodes of 
the subtree with the root containing the key i is equal to one plus the average number 
of nodes on the path from the root of the tree T to that node. 
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3. Binary search trees under the B-model 
The first part of this section is devoted to an analysis of EBST’s under the finite 
P-model (resp. @P-model) with the parameters (m, n, pi,. . . , pm) E N2 x [0, 11”. In the 
following considerations, we shall constantly use the abbreviations fi := (pi, . . . , p,) 
and P,,S(@):= C r G y G spy. Thus, all relations derived for the Y-model can easily be 
translated into the corresponding results for the WY-model by setting Pi,,($):= 1. 
Three examples at the end of this section illustrate the derived results and show how 
these results can be extended to the infinite case. Thereby, we shall rediscover and 
refine some of the facts derived in [9] by an alternative approach. 
Lemma 1. Let (r,s,m)EN3, XE(L,R} and XDy’(z,$) be thefunctions 
2 
xDz(z3b):= [I - ZPl,,(fJ)] [l - r(Pl,m(fjy;i)] [I - Z{Pl,Ji)) - P,,JP))] 
(a) The average left depth of the key ie N, stored in an EBST under the finite 
S-model is given by 
Id?!(@) = c [z”]LD;I”k](z,fi) 
i<kbm 
(b) The average right depth of the key i E N, stored in an EBST under the finite 
P-model is given by 
Proof. Let o be a sequence of length n composed from the keys appearing in RJ,,,. If 
there are NA:= #I(o) >/ 0 occurrences of the key 1 in o, 1 < 2 G m, then the 
probability of o is equal to pyl.++ p>. Thus, for fixed Nr, . . . , N,, the contribution 
of all sequences of length n over the multiset M := (N, . 1,. . . , N,,,. m} to the average 
left depth IdiT,l(p) of the key iE N, in an EBST under the P-model is equal to 
pyl.+.p> N,,,!/(N,!...N,!) Idp’(N,,...,N,), where N,,, = n. Hence, the average 
left depth IdjlTj(fi) is equal to 
Now, let us introduce the generating funtion Xi:, ic N,, defined by 
%(z,Y13~~.3Ym):= 1 Z” 2 
n! 
ll,O N, a a~,,; 
lCl~m N1!...Nm! yy”“y” 
N,,,=n 
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Using (15) and Theorem l(a), it is easily verified that Id !,y/ (8) = [z”] f.{“’ (z, fi), where 
Lf”kfi) = c Pk ~,...,pi-1,piX,...,PkX,pk+l,...,pnt)dX. (16) 
ickdm 
On the other hand, the function Jr?i can be written in the form 
ZYi 
= [l - z(y1 + “’ + ym)] [I - Z(Y1 + ..’ + yi- 1 + Yi+ 1 + *‘* + Ym)] ’ 
Hence by (l(S), an elementary computation shows that L~‘“‘(z,fi) = xi < k ~ ,LD[,l”k](z,p), 
where Loll”,] (z, @) is the function defined in our theorem. 
In order to prove part (b), we can proceed in a similar way as in part (a). We have to 
consider 
Here, using Theorem l(b), we obtain rd f,y/ (j) = [z”] R 1”’ (z, p), where 
RI”‘(z,p) = (Z,Pt, *a. vPk-1,PkX, .a* ,PiX,Pi+l, *.* ,pm)dx* 
Now, the relation R\“‘(z,fi) = C 1 G k < iRDi”Ji (z, j) holds. This completes the proof of 
our theorem. 13 
Remark 3. SillCe Pk-f,m-i+l(pm, . . . . PI) = Pi,m+i_k+l(P1)... ,p,), i < k < m, it iS CaS- 
ily verified by means of the preceding lemma that the following relations are valid: 
0) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
1 L@?(Z,Plr .,. ,Pm) = 
ickg m 
I<k~_i+lRD~~~-i+llz,p,,...,p,); 
. 
LDf!;,~._ 1 (z, p2, . . . , p,) = LDId (z, 0, p2, . . . , p,), i < k < m; 
RD~~iwll(Z,pl ,...,P,,,-I) = RDi?(Z,p 1 ,..., P,,,_~,O), 1 G k < i. 
The first identity immediately implies the relation 
ld!?(p I,..., ~~)=rd~~~-i+l(p,,...,pl), l<i<m. 
The second (resp. third) identity allows us to express the average left (resp. right) depth 
of the key iE N,_ 1 appearing in an EBST under the P-model with the parameters 
m- l,nand(p,,..., pm) (resp. M - 1, n and (pl, . . . , p,,_ 1)) by the corresponding depth 
of that key in an EBST under the P-model with the parameters m, n and (0, p2, . . . , pm) 
(resp. m, n and (pl, . . . ,p,,_ 1, 0)), i.e., 
Id~~iCrrl(p 2, . . ..P.,,) = Id:%O,p 2 ,..., pm), l<i<m, 
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and 
rdFi_ll(pl, . . . ,P,,-~) = rdjl?!(p 1 ,..., pmml,O), 1 < i-c m. 
The functions LD\y,](z,j) and RD~~(z,$) presented in the preceding lemma have 
the following partial fraction decompositon 
XDr;(z,fi) = Pk 1 - 1 
p&S(b) 1 - zP,,,(b) 1 - Z{Pl,m(b) - P&S(b)} 
1 1 
- l - Z{Pl,m(P) - pi} 1 - Z{Pl,m(fi)- Pr,s(fj)} 
(17) 
Using the evaluation of these functions, the preceding lemma immediately ields the 
general closed-form expressions established in the following theorem. The asymptotic 
relations are directly implied by these expressions or by the relationship between the 
A-model and the finite @P-model observed in Section 1; the upper bounds follow 
from the inequality x/(x + y) < ln(1 + (x/y)), x 3 0, y > 0 [l, p. 701. 
Theorem 3. (a) The average left depth of the key i E N, appearing in an EBST under the 
finite B-model is given by 
ld!F’,?il(p)= c pk P?.m(P) - Cf’~,rn(P) - Pi,k(b)ln 
i<kGm pi, k(b) 
_ [p~,m(b) - Pi]” - EPl,m(P) - pi,k(fi)]” 
pi+ l,k(h) >- 
If all pi, 1 d i < m, are positive, we have for n + 00 
(b) The average right depth of the key ic N, appearing in an EBST under theJinite 
P-model is given by 
( PT m(b)- CP~,m(fi)-Pk.i(ri)l" rdjlyj(fi) = 1 pk 1 l<k<i Pk,i(d) 
_ Cp~,m(h) - PJ” - CPl,m(B) - Pk.i(b)l” 
Pk,i-l(P) 
If all pi, 1 d i < m, are positive, we have for n + cc 
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Since the average depth d!:/(j) of the key i E N, appearing in an EBST under the 
P-model is equal to the sum of the left and right depth, the preceding results also 
present a closed-form expression for that parameter. Asymptotically, we obtain the 
result established in the following corollary. 
Corollary 4. i’fall pi, 1 < i 6 m, are positive, the average depth of the key ie R, stored 
in an EBST under the finite P-model is given for n + CO by 
In order to find an expression for the average internal path length iplf,“‘](pl, . . . ,p,) 
of an EBST under the finite P-model, we have to sum up the average depths 
d!,:;(j) = Id~~j(p) + rdf,y!(fi), i.e., ipl\ml(pI, . . ..P.) = x1 <i<,dLy/(P). Hence, we ob- . . 
tain by Theorem 3 the following 
Corollary 5. The average internal path length ipl~““(pl, . . . ,p,) of an EBST under the 
jinite g-model is given by 
bl~ml(pl,... ,P,) = c ( (p + p) Kn(P) - CPlAP) - P&)1” * s 1 <r<s<t?i Pr,s(P) 
_ p CPl,dB) - &I” - r_Pl,m(B) - Pdll” 
s P I+ I,S(b) 
- Pr 
{PI,rn@) - PSI” - CPI,rn(fi) - Pr.s(8)1” 
p,,s- 1(B) )- 
If all pi, 1 < i < m, are positive, we have for n --, co 
iplLml(p I~...,P~)-P;,,(h)16,~~h*~<P;.,(p)ln n 
( 
pi,m(b)pl,i@) 
pz 
) 
. 
r,s lai<m I 
If w is an input sequence of length n composed from the keys appearing in N,, then 
the corresponding EBST has 2 1 $ i c ,,, (1 - 6,iC,,, J internal nodes. Starting with this 
fact, a similar computation to the one performed in the proof of Lemma 1 leads to the 
following result which can also be verified by an elementary straightforward consid- 
eration. 
Corollary 6. The average number of internal nodes l!,ml(@) of an EBST under the$nite 
P-model is given by 
IPI = 1 <T<, (p’i,m(li) - Cpl,mn(P) - Pil”l. 
. . 
Thus, ifall pi, 1 6 i < m, are positive, we have for n + CO 
IL%) - mC,(b). 
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Combining Corollary 5 and Corollary 6, we further obtain a closed-form expression 
for the average xternal path length epl p’(fi) because pl ?I(@) := ipl p](p,, . . . , p,) + 
21 im’ (b). Asymptotically, we have the following result. 
Corollary 7. Ifall pi, 1 d i < m, are positive, the average external path length epl p’(t) 
of an EBST under the jinite P-model is given for n + cc by 
Next, let us turn to the average left (resp. right) side lsjl”‘(fi) (resp. rs !,““(fi)) of an 
EBST under the finite P-model. As already observed in Section 2, this parameter is 
equal to one plus the left (resp. right) depth of the smallest (resp. largest) key. If 
p1 = . . . = pj- 1 = 0 (resp. pj+ 1 = .** = pm = 0), Jo N,, then the contribution to the 
average left (resp. right) side Isr’(fi) (resp. rs!,““(fi)) is equal to Id~~,‘+‘I(pj, . . . ,p,) 
(resp rd ‘“.(p . 3 1, . . . ,pj)), since the input sequences are composed from the keys 
i E N,\ NY’, (resp. i E Nj). Therefore, we have by Remark 3 
Isjl”I($)= 1 + 2 Id~~;“‘l(pj,...,p,)= C ld~~~(Oy...,O, Pjt...,Pm) 
l<j<m l<j<m Y 
(j- 1) times 
and 
rsp’(fi) = 1 + C rdzi(pr,...,pj) = C rdiTj(p, ,..., pj,O ,..., 0). 
1 CjSm l<j4m I I 
( m - 3 times 
Now, using Lemma 1 and the partial fraction decomposition presented in (17) we 
obtain by elementary calculations 
lsjl”l@) = 1 + 
and 
rsyl(fi) = 1 + C C [z”]RS’~I(Z,~)), 
lbjcmlSk<j 
where 
and 
RS["'(z, f~) = - l 
1 
1 - zpl,m(8 - 1 - zpl,k- l(t) ’ 
Evaluating these functions at z = 0, we find the following explicit and asymptotic 
results. 
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Theorem 4. (a) The average left side of an EBST under thejnite Y-model is given by 
Is’“] ” 
If all Pi, 
Is rm1 n 
b) = 1 - KAb) + A%(b) - p;+l,dP)). 
< i < m, are positive, we have for n + 0~) 
h)- 1 - P;,m(fi) + 
(b) The average right side of an EBST under the jnite @model is given by 
If all pi, 1 < i < m, are positive, we have for n --, co 
Remark 4. As already observed in Section 1, the finite GW-model tends to the 
d-model for long input sequences. This observation is confirmed by the asymptotic 
results presented in Theorem 3 (resp. Corollary 4; Corollary 5; Corollary 7; Theorem 
4(a); Theorem 4(b)) and the results established in Theorem 1 (resp. Corollary l(a); 
Corollary l(b); Corollary l(c); Corollary l(d); Corollary l(e)). 
For example, consider the EBST’s under the finite ‘&P-model with the probabilities 
pk := (1 + (N - 1) 6,&/(m + N - l), (N, 1)~: N x N,, 1 < k < m. Thus, for large n, the 
parameters discussed above have the same asymptotic behaviour as the correspond- 
ing quantities under the .&-model with the multiset M = {N, . 1, . . . , N;m}, where 
Nk = t + t(N - 1)6A,k, t E RJ, 1 < k < m. The EBST’s under this .M-model have been 
investigated in Example 1. 
Similarly, for large n, the mentioned parameters of the EBST’s under the finite 
%W-model with the probabilities pk := 6k(ma - k)/[m(m + 1)[(3a - 2)m - l]], a 3 1, 
1 i k < m, have the same asymptotic behaviour as the corresponding parameters 
of the EBST’s under the &-model with the multiset M = (N, . 1, . . . , N, .m}, 
where Nk = k(am - k), 1 < k < m; these trees have been discussed in Examle 2. 
Let us conclude our considerations with an illustration of the use of the presented 
results. 
Example 3. Consider the finite G&Y-model with the parameters pi = l/m, 1 < i < m, 
i.e., all keys occur with the same probability. By Corollary 6, an EBST under this 
model has m internal nodes for large n. Applying Theorem 3, we immediately find for 
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the average left and right depth of the key ie N, 
and 
rd!,y!(b)=Hi- l- ‘Hi-1 +lc$si& 
n 
Thus, the average internal (external) path length is asymptotically given by 
2m In(m) + O(m). For the average left and right side of an EBST under this model, we 
obtain by Theorem 4 
The results are similar to those in the case of the SW-model (see Remark l(c)). Note 
that the last expression for the right side of an EBST has already been derived in 
[9, Theorem 63 by an alternative approach. 
Example 4. Assume that the keys in the finite WP-model are distributed according 
Zipf’s law, i.e., pi = l/iH,, 1 < i < m. Again, an EBST under this model has m internal 
nodes for large n. Here, Theorem 3 implies 
Idej(@) = 1 1 
i<~~.k{H~lHi_l(l-[l-HkHHi-l]l) 
-&([l-~]n-[l-Hk~~i-Ill)j 
- i<g m k(H, ; Hi_ r) = In (‘ln (5)) + O(l) for n + O”’ 
and 
rdkyi(fi) = C 1 
,.k<ik{H,-lH,-,(l-[l-Hi~~k-l]‘) 
- 
Hi-l~Hk-l([l-&j+Hi~~-l~)} 
- lz<tk(Hi ‘ k-1) = ln(iln(i)) + O(1) for n + co. 
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Here, the sums describing the asymptotic equivalents have been computed by the 
approximation of the harmonic numbers (cf. Remark l(b)) and the expansion 
l/( 1 + x) = In (1 + l/x) + 0 (1/x2), x + co. Similarly, applying Theorem 4, we find for 
the average left and right side of an EBST under this model 
Is:‘(p) = c l<k<mik(l -I1 -a?
and 
1 
- 1 .FG m m = ln(M4) + O(1) for n -+ CO, 
- I<;< m k(Hrn _! Hk- A = In (m In(m)) + 0 (1) for n + cc. . . 
Using Corollary 5 and Corollary 7, the average internal and external path length 
can be computed in an analogous way. We find ipIp’ - epl!,““(fi) = 
2mln(m) + O(mln(ln(m))), n + co. 
Evidently, the results presented in this section can easily be extended to the case of 
injinite sets of keys; we have to analyze the corresponding closed-form expressions for 
m + co. The following example presents uch an application to an infinite set of keys, 
partially discussed in [9]. 
Example 5. Consider the VP-model with the probabilities Pk:= pqkel, k > 1, 
q:= 1 - p, ~~10, l[ fixed, i.e., the keys are geometrically distributed. Here, we find 
P&j) = (P/q)c,,cA<,qA = qr-’ - q” and therefore by Theorems 3,4 and Corollary 6 
k-l 
‘diI”iI(P) = P k ,T+ 1 qi!l _ qk Cl - (1 - q’-’ + qk)“I 
, 
k-l 
-pk,T+l &k 
[(l - pqt-1)” - (1 - q’-’ + qk)“], 
k-l 
rd!?(b) = P 1 c;ci qk!l _ qi Cl - (1 - qk-’ + qi)“] 
k-l 
-pl<~<iqhf_qi-l 
[(l - pqi-1)” - (1 - qk-’ + qi)“], (19) 
. 
ew = Pk& s Cl - qknl, 
rsiml($) = p C [l - (1 - qk-‘)“I, 
k>l 
1:“’ = ,T, [l - (1 - pqk-l)“]. 
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Note that the expressions concerning the left and right side of an EBST under this 
model have already been computed in [9, Theorems 2 and lo] by a different approach. 
Using the asymptotic equivalent for n + cc presented there (see also [lo]), we obtain 
Isy@) - p q ,& --& = P ,& qk-’ so(k) 
and 
rs!?(b) - P 
[ 
log l,q(n) - &) + ; +fuoi3,,(~)) 
1 
’ 
Here, go(n) denotes the number of the positive divisors of n E fW and f(x) is a bounded 
periodic function of period 1 and mean 0. 
Thus, the average right side of such an EBST grows logarithmically in the length of 
the input sequence and the average left side is bounded by a constant. The sum 
appearing in (22) can also be evaluated by Rice’s method used in [9, lo] to obtain 
rsiml (b) for large n. Here, we find 
1 :“I - logl,q(np) - & + ; +f@x3l,,h4). 
Thus, an asymptotic equivalent o the average number of internal nodes appearing in 
an EBST under this model is log,,,(n). 
The sum describing the asymptotic equivalent o the average left depth Id $I( b) is 
always bounded by a constant cq for large n. This can be verified by elementary 
calculations as follows: Since k > i + 1, we have 1 - q’-’ B 1 - q’-’ + qk < 
1 - qi-r(l - q2) and therefore by (18) 
Id$](fi) < p[l - q’-‘)“]Sl(q) - p[(l - (1 - q}qi-l)n - (1 - {l - q’)q’-‘)“]S,(q) 
and 
Id::‘(B) 2 p[l - (1 - (1 - q’}q’-‘)“]S,(q) 
- p[(l - (1 - q)qi-1)” - (1 - qi-l)“]So(q), 
where S,(q):= &,,qk/(l - qk+l), o! E No. Note that the series S,(q) are convergent. 
Now, using the expansions of ln(1 - z) and e’, we have the following approximation 
for all E > 0 
if i < 1 + (1 - s)log,,,(n) 
if i- 1 + log,,,(n) , a fixed. (23) 
) if i 2 1 + (1 + e)logl,,(n) 
Thus, Id::‘(P) is always bounded by a constant cq. Furthermore, the given upper and 
lower bounds coincide for i < 1 + (1 - s)log,,,(n) (resp. i > 1 + (1 + s)logl,,(n)) and 
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n --, co. We immediately find 
fdk?(“il(B) w cq = 
pSr(q) + o(l) 
r 
if i < 1 + (1 - dlog,,,(n), 
o(1) if i 3 1 + (1 + s)log,,,(n). 
For i- 1 + logr,&n), n --) co, a straightforward evaluation of the sum given in (18) 
yields 
IdLT’(fl)-c,= -1 +emP+e 2 @ (l-exp(-p)-exp(-l+qk) 
4kJ7 
+ exp(- 1 + qk+l)) + 0(l). 
The asymptotic equivalent o the average right depth rd $‘(j) presented in (19) can be 
handled in the same way. For large n, this parameter is at most of order log,,,(n) if 
i < 1 + log,,,(n), and it tends to zero for i b 1 + (1 + s)log,,,(n). This can be verified 
in a straightforward way as follows: Summing in the reverse order in (19) the 
right-hand side of that equality can easily be transformed into 
r&‘.‘(P) = Ati1 + B[i](n) + C[i](n) 
“, I 4 4 4 ’ 
where 
,ql:= p c l 
lgk<i' -qk+l’ e%):= - P(l - pqi- ‘I” 1 s;<i ++ 
l 1 
m-qk_qk+l 1 (l--i-k-l+d)n. 
Since l/(1 - qk+‘) = 1 + (qk+ l/(1 - qk+l)) we obtain 
k+l 
” qk+’ > 
= p[I - 1 + qS1(q)-J + O(q’). 
for all iE N. 
Next, let us consider By’(n). By (23) the term (1 - pqi- ‘)” is exponentially small for 
i < 1 + (1 - s)log,,,(n). Hence, By’(n) = O(e-P”clogl,g(n)) which is negligible, being 
O(n-‘) for all s > 0. For i 3 1 + (1 + s)log,,,(n), the term (1 - pqi- ‘)” is equal to 
1 + O(nq’-‘); thus B!‘(n) = - p[i - 1 + q&,(q) + O(niq’-‘)I. Since h(i):= iq’-‘, 
qE]O, l[, is monotone decreasing for i 2 - l/in(q), the O-term is equal to 
O(n-“log,,,(n)) and tends to zero for large n. In the case i - 1 + log,,,(n), we find 
B:‘(n) = - pemP[i - 1 + q&(q)] + O(n-’ log,,,(n)). 
Finally, consider the sum C:‘(n). Note that all summands are nonnegative. Since 
1 - qimk-’ + qi < 1 - q’-‘((l/q) - q), we have the upper bound 
Cz’(n)Gp(l -qi-‘Ii--q))‘[&--+I. 
By (23), this bound is exponentially small for i G 1 + (1 - s)loglig(n). Thus, 
C!‘(n) = o(1) for i d 1 + (1 - s)loglig(n), n-+ co. Using again (23), we find 
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C:‘(n) < 4 + O(n-‘) for i 2 1 + (1 + s)log,,,(n), n + cc. On the other hand, we obtain 
by Bernoulli’s inequality the following lower bound 
1 -;k+l 1 ~1 _ n(qi-kml _ 4i)] = FL']_ ~['l( )4 4 n, 
where 
F;] := p 1 1 --1 
1-q 1 
and 
G!‘(n):= npq’ c 
1 1 
l~k<i m- 1 _ qk+l (q-k-1 - ‘1’ 1 
For i >, 1 + (1 + s) log,,,(n), we have Ff’ = q + O(n- ’ -“). The expression for G!,?(n) 
is O(n-“logl,q(n)) because 
G!‘(n) = np2qi-’ c 1 ’ i- ’ [i - 1 + q&(q) + O(q’)] 
lik<im=nP q 
= O(niq’- ‘) = O(n-“log,,,(n)). 
Hence, C:](n) = q + o(1) for i 2 1 + (1 + s)log,,,(n), n--r co. For i - 1 + logiiq(n), 
n --) co, a straightforward evaluation of the sum representing C!‘(n) yields 
1 
1 _ qk+’ eeq-’ + o(l), n + ~3. 
Collecting all these facts, we find after simplifications 
: 
p[i - 1 + qS,(q)] + O(q’) if i < 1 + (1 - .z)log,,,(n) 
rd$‘(@) = (1 - e-“)(pi - 1) + R(q) + o(1) if i - 1 + log,,,(n) 
o(1) if i >, 1 + (1 + .a)logliq(n)’ 
where 
4. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have presented two models generalizing to sequences composed 
from nondistinct keys the classical random permutation model working with se- 
quences formed from distinct keys. In both models we succeeded in deriving general 
closed-form expressions for the expected value of characteristic paramaters defined on 
the corresponding binary search trees. However, as we have seen in the discussed 
examples, concrete applications can often imply intricate sums which have to be 
evaluated in order to obtain more informative results. Such technical questions urely 
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appear if we want to determine the average (left, right) depth of the ith key or the 
average left (right) side of the corresponding EBST’s under the ‘GM-model if the keys 
are distributed according to any standard discrete distribution such as to the bi- 
nomial, hypergeometric, negative bionomial or the Poisson distribution; in all these 
cases, the evaluation of the irreducible sums induced by the explicit formulae present- 
ed in Theorems 3 and 4 require a further substantial amount of (asymptotic) work to 
get a concrete insight into the behaviour of the corresponding parameters. Another 
open question is the derivation of closed-form expressions for the higher moments. In 
the case that the keys are uniformly or geometrically distributed (Examples 3 and 5) 
the variance of the left and right side of an EBST has already been computed in [9, 
Theorems 4 and 71. 
Finally note that we have not stated an explicit expression for the average level 
ILTj(b) of the jth external node appearing in an EBST with m nodes under the finite 
B-model. In principle, such an expression can be derived in the same way as the 
formulae presented in Theorem 3; but the corresponding expression is cumbersome 
and less informative. On the other hand, we can use the earlier mentioned relationship 
between the A-model and the finite WY-model to obtain a simple expression for 
I f,yj (fi), at least for n + co. So, we find by an application of Corollary 3 for the average 
level of the jth external node in an EBST with m nodes under the GW-model 
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